Geopathic energy report
Date:

10th July 2018

Onsite / Remote

Client ID: MS062018
Geopathic energy is made up of different sub-categories, each sub-category below has been
reviewed.
Water lines
Underground flows of water release a charge of energy when they change their depth of flow.
Water lines can be microscopic layers of water and do not necessary follow straight lines. In general,
the faster the flow and greater the volume the greater the geopathic effect.
•

A Water line enters the property in the dining room (4) and has a negative effect on the
environment. It draws energy along its length exiting the property in the
Conservatory/healing space (13).

Curry and Hartmann lines
Curry lines are a global grid network of electrically charged lines of natural origin (NE to SW and SE
to NW). Hartmann line grid (N to S and East to West). Points of intersection can contribute to
geopathic stress.
•

A point of intersection exists between the bedroom (11) and the Hall (15). This intersection
is also influenced by the Water line and the nearby Black line. This has a strong influence
particularly towards the Dining room (4).

Black lines
These are a subtle energy, generally localised that can be straight, curved, at and/or above ground
level and can hold ‘emotional’ qualities.
•

Three Black lines cross the property. The most influential is the line going through rooms 13,
12, 15, 4, 1 (left-hand side on map). The emotional quality of this line is not helpful and will
be a constant background drain associated with depressive qualities.

Spots and spirals
Spots usually randomly located and spirals in pairs although the pair can be some distance apart.
These generally have a detrimental effect on the localised energy.
•

Not detected

Clouds or Fog
Inside building usually about 3 metres wide, when energy is trapped in some way usually by a manmade structure not allowing subtle energy to flow. Not particularly detrimental form of energy,
often on stairwells but associated with people tripping.
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•

Not detected

Energy drain and switch
These are not necessarily at ground level and part of the normal structure of things. They are part of
the energy system of the planet. Problems occur when they become blocked or the associated
switch (usually within 6 metres) is turned off by placing metal over it e.g. washing machine.
•

Not detected

Emotionally charged stone
Stone can be energetically charged by being struck. Consideration of the energy of the builder and
subsequent transference of energy. Typically, old stone or dressed stone cottages.
•

Not detected

Actions
Summary
The main concern is the area between the Bedroom, Hall and Dining room, where a number of
negative influences intersect and constantly take energy away from the property. A second area is
in the Conservatory/ Healing space where a Black line, Water line and Earth grid line cross.
•

•

•

Two Black Tourmaline crystals for each Black line will calm the influence and help the natural
energy flow of the property.
o Place in the bottom right corner of the Conservatory/Healing room and the top right
corner of the Sitting room about halfway along the wall.
o Place the second pair, one below the window in the Master bedroom and the other
in the top right corner of the other master bedroom.
One Black Tourmaline crystal in the dining room. I suggest near the end of the wall between
this room and the Hall (2). This is not exact and you may need to adjust this positioning.
o This will greatly influence the whole property and stop energy being pulled out.
Use the Organic air spray morning and evening:
o First 3 days use in all spaces
o Following 15 days use in Sitting room, Dining room, Bedroom/ my healing room,
conservatory/ healing space and the two Master bedrooms.
o After above, use as required but at least once a week.

Optional actions
•
•

A Rose Quartz crystal on the Hall/Bedroom wall will influence the energy in these areas and
bring in gentleness, release of stress and emotional balancing.
North of the property, across the road and in the wooded area, an energy disturbance was
detected and may have an influence on the property. A 1 metre copper rod (or copper
water pipe also works) inserted into the ground between the property and this area will
mitigate any influence on the property.

The essence spray and crystals will have an immediate effect, and I would be keen to hear any
feedback after the initial 10-day period.
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